Phoenix AZ Firm Celebrates Five Years of
Online Marketing Services
November 28, 2016
Majestic Warrior offers top-tier online marketing services for small to mid-sized business in and
around Phoenix, Arizona. The team uses best SEO practices to help businesses expand exposure
and market share.
Phoenix AZ: Majestic Warrior and principal, Shannon Adams, are pleased to announce that they have
reached the five year business milestone. The specialization services offered by the team include
market share and market presence in the niche. Several strategies to boost the brand and reputation
at the same time are employed. The focus of the team allows for national SEO, local SEO and lead
generation programs. The experience in the online marketing business and the process of optimizing
the website while building a social presence, reputation and brand make the team well-recognized by
small and medium-sized businesses.
The website includes articles in the Majestic Warrior Blog. The blog posts are focused on supplying
resources and content which will help to grow the client's business. Also available are a variety of
news topics such as Google updates on timely enhancements and revisions. Panda, Penguin and
Phantom are examples. The professional team has successfully brought back sites affected by
updates from Google.
According to Shannon Adams, speaking in a recent interview, “Depending on the severity of the
penalty we have recommended either trying to fix the site with on-page optimization, proper brand link
building and or even starting a new website. We provide services, tips and recommendations to help
your business become more successful. If you are looking for a custom website design, template
design, landing page or even a micro site, we can provide expert solutions to get the work done.”
The services page describes the three step process which begins with an analysis of the current
website. Adjustments using proper on-page optimization techniques are utilized to help the website
perform better online. The second step includes building a brand network to support an enhanced
reputation, as well as an off-page optimization program. The third step is the process of building high
quality industry-related links using content marketing, both to the website and the brand network.
For more information, visit the web pages at http://www.majesticwarrior.net/.
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